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An analysis was conducted of 27,982 deaths among 106,020 persons employedat four
Federal nuclear plants in Oak Ridge, Tennessee between 1943 and 1984. The main ob-
jectives were to extend the evaluation of the health effects of employment inthe uclear
industry in Oak Ridge to include most workers who were omitted fromearlier studies; to
compare the mortality experience among the facilities; to address methodological prob-
lems that occur when individuals employed at more than one facility are included in the
analysis; and to conduct dose-response analyses for those individuals with potential expo-
sure to external radiation.
All cause mortality and all cancer mortality were in close agreement with national rates.
The only notable excesses occurred for white males for lung cancer—standardized mor-
tality ratio (SMR) = 1.18, 1849 deaths— and nonmalignant respiratory disease (SMR =
1.12, 1568 deaths). A more detailed analysis revealed substantial differences in death rates
among workers at the Oak Ridge plants. Evaluation of internally adjustedlog SMRs using
Poisson regression showed that workers employed only at TEC or K-25, and at multiple
facilities had higher death rates than similar workers employed only at X-10 or Y-12, and
that the differences were primarily due to noncancer causes. Analysis of selectedcancer
causes for white males indicated large differences among the facilities for lung ca cer,
leukemia, and other lymphatic cancer.
Dose-response analyses for external penetrating radiation were limited toa subcohort of
28,347 white males employed at X-10 or Y-12. Their collective recorded dose equivalent
was 376 Sv. There was a strong “healthy worker effect” in this subcohort—all cause SMR
= 0.80 (4786 deaths) and all cancer SMR = 0.87 (1134 deaths). Variables included in the
analyses were age, birth cohort, a measure of socioeconomic status, length of empl y-
ment, internal radiation exposure potential, and facility. For externalradiation dose with a
ten year lag the excess relative risk was 0.31 per Sv (95% CI = -0.16,1.01)for all causes
and 1.45 per Sv (95% CI = .15, 3.48) for all cancer. The estimated excess relative risk for
- ix -
leukemia was negative but imprecisely determined.
A preliminary dose adjustment procedure was developed to compensate for missing dose
but not other dosimetry errors. Results of the analyses using the adjuste doses suggest
that the effect of missing dose is an upward bias in dose-response coefficients and likeli-
hood ratio test statistics.
This report, related data sets, and computer programs are available via theInternet athttp://www.epm.ornl.gov/~frome/—seeOak Ridge Mortality Study .
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1. Introduction.
This report is the second phase of a study of the mortality of most workers employed at Federal
nuclear plants in Oak Ridge, Tennessee between 1943 and 1984. In the first phase the anal-
ysis was limited to white males who were employed only duringthe World War II era when
radiation monitoring programs were in the developmental stges [16]. Workers were assigned
a relative radiation exposure index based on job and department codes and were designated as
“probably exposed” or “probably non-exposed”. Additionalf ctors considered in the analyses
were socioeconomic status, place of employment, length of employment, birth year, and period
of follow-up. The place of employment is an important exposure-related variable since the type
of radiation exposure was different at each facility. Previous dose-response studies have been
limited to subgroups of white males and have excluded individuals that were employed at more
than one facility after 1947 [38, 39]. Mortality study result for white males employed only at
X-10 with follow-up through 1984 have also been reported in combination with populations of
workers employed at other Department of Energy (DOE)1 facilities [20].
The main objectives of this second phase are to extend the evaluation of the health effects
of employment in the nuclear industry in Oak Ridge to includeOak Ridge workers who were
omitted from earlier studies; to compare the mortality experience among the facilities; to carry
out dose-response analyses for those individuals who were potentially exposed to external
radiation; and to address methodological problems that occur when individuals employed at
more than one facility are included in the analyses. These difficulties are due to the fact that
the nature and extent of the radiation hazards and monitoring programs were different at each
facility and varied over time.
Three types of analyses were done for this report.First , cause-specific mortality for the
Oak Ridge cohort was compared with the U. S. population by race and gender groups. In the
secondtype of analyses, Poisson regression methods were used to evaluate the joint influence
of several risk factors on cause-specific mortality. Observed and expected deaths were cross-
classified by levels of facility of employment, duration of employment, socioeconomic status,
and period of follow-up and a main- effects model was used to describe the joint effects of the
1Abbreviations used: ADS,Analytic data structure;AIC,Akaike information criteria; AG, age group factor in
main effects model; B,birth cohort factor in main effects model;CI,confidence interval; CEDR,Comprehensive
Epidemiologic Data Resource; df,degrees of freedom; D, external radiation dose; DOE, Department of En-
ergy;ERR,excess relative risk; F,facility factor in main effects model; FTR, Freeman-Tukey residual; GLIM, gen-
eralized linear interactive modeling; IG, internal radiation exposure group factor in main effects model; K-25, Oak
Ridge facility (also known as Oak Ridge Gaseous Plant); L, length of employment factor in main effects model;
L%, logarithmic percent; LRT, likelihood ratio test; MULT,Oak Ridge workers employed at more than one facility;
S, factor that is surrogate for SES in main effects model; SAS, Statistical Analysis System; SE, standard error; SES,
socioeconomic status;SMR, standardized mortality ratio;TEC, Oak Ridge facility consisting of workers employed
at the Y-12 site when the plant was operated by Tennessee Eastman Corporation; X-10, Oak Ridge facility (also
known as Oak Ridge National Laboratory); X-10/Y-12, subcohort of white males employed at X-10 or Y-12; Y-12,
Oak Ridge facility at Y-12 site after May, 1947
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four risk factors. In thethird type of analysis the goal was to evaluate the potential adverse
health effects of low level occupational exposure to ionizing radiation. These analyses were
limited to white males who were ever employed at X-10 or Y-12.A uniform approach to
radiation exposure assessment (based on ordered exposure categories for internal and external
radiation for each facility) was used, and cause-specific mortality patterns were evaluated for
potential association with radiation exposure. Length of employment, socioeconomic status,
birth year, and age are considered as covariates.
During the course of this study it was determined that external radiation doses at X-10 and
Y-12 were underestimated for some individuals—before 1957at X-10 and before 1961 at Y-12
when not all workers were monitored. A preliminary procedure for computing adjusted doses
was developed by Watkinset al [38, 37, 39] and used to evaluate the bias that may result in
dose-response coefficients as the result of this dose underestimation.
2. Materials and Methods.
2.1. Description of Cohort.
On December 18, 1941, 11 days after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the decision was
made to focus atomic energy research on the development of a weapon for the war. The Army
was assigned the responsibility for this design and construction project of unprecedented size.
The headquarters for the project was established in New Yorkand named the Manhattan En-
gineer District. In September 1942 an isolated area in east Tennessee was selected as the site
for the development of the full scale production facilitiesfor uranium separation and for the
construction of an experimental nuclear pile that would be us d to produce plutonium for re-
search in the war effort. An air-cooled experimental pile, achemical separation plant, and
supporting laboratories were constructed by the Du Pont Co.at the X-10 site. This facility
was officially named the Clinton Laboratories—later renamed Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL)—and will be referred to in this report as theX-10 facility . By the summer of 1944
the primary goal of the war effort was achieved and the laboratory was transformed into the
first well rounded institution for nuclear research. A shorthistory of ORNL is available via the
World Wide Web2.
The major portion of the war effort at the Oak Ridge site3 was devoted to obtaining en-
riched uranium. Part of this work was done at the Y-12 site using an electromagnetic separation
process. The Tennessee Eastman Corporation operated the facilities at the Y-12 site from June
1943 to May 1947 and is referred to as theTEC facility . In May of 1947 work at the Y-12 site
changed from uranium enrichment to nuclear materials fabric tion and Union Carbide Corpo-
2SeeThe History of ORNLat URL http://www.ornl.gov/swords/swords.html.
3See URL http://epawww.ciesin.org:7777/atsdr/oakridge.html
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ration became the operating contractor. There was also a significant change in the workforce
with only 6.7% of the workers staying on to work in the new operations. In this reportY-12
facility refers to the plant at the Y-12 site that began operation in May 1947 and continued
until the end of this study. The main purpose of the facility athe K-25 site was to produce
enriched uranium via the gaseous diffusion process. In support of the enrichment process the
K-25 facility (later named the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant) also operated a plant that
produced barrier material, ran a feed mill operation, and conducted laboratory research.
A more detailed description of these facilities and the potential for occupational exposure
to hazardous material is given by Watkinset al [38, 39]. A total of 118,588 workers are known
to have been employed at one of the four nuclear facilities inOak Ridge between 1943 and
1984. The study cohort consists of 106,020 workers that wereemployed for at least thirty days
and whose records did not have any critical errors (e.g. unknown sex, race, date of birth, or
employment dates).
2.2. Definition of Study Factors
2.2.1. External Radiation Exposure
The nature and extent of the radiation hazard differed considerably among facilities and over
time. A detailed description of the monitoring programs forexternal and internal radiation at
each facility, and results summarizing the exposure characteristics by race and gender are given
in [38, 39]. Annual external dose estimates were obtained for each monitored worker at each
Oak Ridge facility. Evaluation of these results [38, 39] showed that over 93 percent of the total
recorded external dose was received by the 28,770 white males who had ever been employed
at the X-10 or Y-12 sites, and that about 30 percent of these workers were employed at more
than one Oak Ridge facility. Results from the facility comparison analyses (see Results) show
that most of the workers at K-25 and TEC had higher death ratesthan those at X-10 and Y-12,
so inclusion of K-25 and TEC workers would potentially lead to overestimation of baseline
mortality rates and underestimation of radiation effects.For these reasons the dose-response
analyses for external radiation were restricted to white males who were ever employed at X-10
or Y-12. The other race/gender groups at these facilities were not included since they would
contribute little to the assessment of effects of low-levelradiation and would unduly complicate
the dose-response analyses.
To provide a preliminary evaluation of the potential effectof “missing dose” on radiation
dose-response estimates the doses for X-10 workers prior to1957 and for Y-12 workers prior to
1961 were adjusted. The adjustment procedure increased dosestimates for some person-years
under assumptions about the minimum detectable dose and themonitoring policies that were
followed at X-10 and Y-12. Other sources of systematic and raom measurement error are
not addressed by this procedure. A detailed discussion of how t ese crude adjustments were
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made and summary results are provided in [38, 37, 39].
2.2.2. Internal Radiation Exposure
There were considerable differences in the potential for internal radiation exposure and the
monitoring policies that were followed at each facility. For this reason internal radiation expo-
sure was represented as a factor (that is referred to as IG) with three levels:
level 1-eligible for monitoring butnot monitored(EN);
level 2-eligible for monitoring andmonitored(EM); and
level 3-not eligiblefor monitoring (NE).
The precise definition of this variable was facility dependet and changed over time–see [38,
39]. Exposure analysis files that contained yearly values for external dose and the internal
exposure indicator variable for each individual at each OakRidge facility were created (see
Appendix). In the dose-response analyses radiation exposure is a time dependent variable, and
cumulative dose (with a lag) was used to form dose groups for external radiation. For internal
exposure an individual was assigned to the appropriate category based on the sequential yearly
values for the internal exposure indicator variable.
2.2.3. Additional Study Factors
Facility . Workers were initially categorized according to their facility of first employment—
X-10, TEC, Y-12, or K-25. An individual who worked at more than one Oak Ridge facility
was assigned to a fifth category “MULT”, at the time of first entry into the second facility.
In the dose-response analysis of white males ever employed at X-10 or Y-12 (X-10/Y-12), an
individual could also enter follow-up as a multiple facility worker if his entry into X-10 or Y-12
was preceded by employment at K-25 or TEC. Entry dates were adjuste to the appropriate lag
(two, ten, or twenty years).
Socioeconomic Status (SES). Each individual was categorized as either a nonmonthly paid
worker or a monthly paid worker based on the variablePaycodein the demographic analysis
file [38, 8]. This variable is used as a surrogate for SES in theregression analyses with non-
monthly workers as the referent category so that estimated co ffi ients represent relative risks
for monthly workers.
Length of Employment. Length of employment was calculated as the length of time
between first hire and last termination at one of the Oak Ridgefacilities. In all analyses, length
of employment was categorized into two levels: level 1- one year or greater; or level 2- less
than one year. The reference level used is one year or greater, so that estimated coefficients
represent relative risks for “short term” workers relativeto “long term workers”.
Birth year . Workers were divided into five categories according to yearof birth: before
1900, 1900-1909, 1910-1919, 1920-1929, and 1930 or after.
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Age. Age at risk is divided into 15 groups (15-, 20-, ..., 80-, 85+) starting at 15-19 and
continuing through 85+. Age was alternately treated as a factor (AG) and as a continuous
variateA = (age -52.5)/100, where age is the interval mid-point.
2.2.4.Vital Status
Vital status was ascertained primarily through the Social Security Administration. All cohort
members with unknown vital status were allowed to contribute person-years up to the date at
which they became “unknown”. Underlying cause of death and non-underlying cancer causes
were coded to the International Classification of Disease, Adapted, Eight Revision (ICDA-8)—
see [38, 39] for further details.
2.3. Data Reduction
The six analysis files described in [38, 37, 39] contain demographic, vital status, and annual
exposure history data for each cohort member. Regression analyses are based on an analytic
data structure (ADS) that consists of a table of observed deaths, “expected” deaths (based on U.
S. rates), and person-years at risk for each combination of levels of three or more risk factors
for each cause of death of interest that are derived from these files. In the simplest analysis
the factors are age at risk (five year intervals), birth cohort, and facility as defined above. The
next level of analysis focuses on the comparison of cause specific mortality at the Oak Ridge
facilities that include length of employment, SES, and calendar year. The resulting ADS is
a four dimensional table of observed and expected deaths foreach cause of death. Results
are presented in tabular form for race gender groups. The most complex ADS is required
for the dose-response analyses of the X-10/Y-12 white males. Each cause of death requires
a seven dimensional table of observed deaths, expected deaths, and person-years at risk. The
factors that define the table are socioeconomic status (denoted by S with 2 levels), length of
employment (denoted by L with2 levels), birth cohort (denotd by B with 5 levels), age at
risk (denoted by AG with 15 levels), facility (denoted by F with 3 levels), internal exposure
(denoted by IG with 3 levels), and external exposure (denoted by XG with 10 levels). The ten
external dose categories were defined using cut points at 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, and 640
mSv. In the case of the last four (time dependent) covariates, workers contribute person time
to all levels that they attain. An entry criterion of at least365 days of follow-up was used for
all analyses. Each observation in the ADS consists of the indx value of each of the stratifying
factors, the observed deaths, the expected deaths, the person-years, and the lagged average
cumulative dose (see the Appendix).
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2.4. Statistical Methods
2.4.1. Traditional SMR Analyses.
In these “external” analyses the mortality of Oak Ridge workers was compared with that of
the general population of the United States using standardized mortality ratios (SMRs). SMRs
were computed for race and gender groups for each cause of death category for which rates
are provided by Monson [30]. The statistical strength of thedeviation of observed deaths from
those expected based on U.S. rates is indicated using the Freeman-Tukey residual (FTR) [13].
Under the null hypothesis the FTRs are approximately normally distributed with mean zero
and variance one.
2.4.2. Grouped Data Poisson Regression.
The second and third approaches use Poisson regression methods [18, 17, 15, 5] to describe
the joint effect of several risk factors on cause- specific mortality. The general form of the
regression function is
E(yi jk) = ni jkλi jk = ni jkλ0i jkR(Z j ;Xk); (1)
whereλi jk represents the unknown mortality rate,yi jk is the number of deaths, andni jk
denotes the person-years at risk in thei jkth cell of an ADS. Thei subscript refers to age, thej
subscript indicates the dimensions of the ADS that correspond t factors of secondary interest
(e.g., birth-cohort, SES) and thek subscript indicates exposure related covariates that are of
primary interest, i.e. facility, internal exposure, and external exposure. The “external/internal”
model is used—[5], chapter 4—in which the baseline rates(λ0i jk) are proportional to known
external standard rates(λi ), and theyi jk are treated as observed values of Poisson variates
with expectation given by Eq. (1). For a given cell in the ADS,the value ofλi will also
depend on birth cohort.This approach has two advantages. First, it is not necessaryto
provide a parametric description of the age component of thebaseline rates, and second
the “intercept” terms (when all explanatory variables are at their reference level) provide
estimates of the SMRs for the internal control group.
2.4.3.Facility Comparison Analyses.
Facility is the risk factor of primary interest. Mortality differences between work-forces at
these facilities reflect a combination of occupational and other factors. A detailed discussion
of the potential for exposure to internal and external radiation and other related hazards at each
facility is given by Watkinset al [38, 39]. In these analyses an evaluation of differences of
cause specific mortality among the Oak Ridge plants is emphasized. A preliminary analysis
of death rates due to all causes with three explanatory variables (birth cohort, age at risk, and
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facility) is presented to demonstrate the relationship betwe n the two approaches that are used
to “adjust” for age at risk. The rest of the results are based on Eq. (1) with a multiplicative
main effects model using external age-cause specific death rates (from U.S. vital statistics)
to compute expected deaths. The resulting ADS containsyjk the observed deaths,µjk the
“expected” deaths, and the level of each of the factors (which is equivalent to a covariate
vector) SES, calendar period, length of employment, and facility. The multiplicative main
effects model is expressed on a logarithmic scale as
log (yjk=µjk) = F +S+L+ t: (2)
For convenience in describing results the convention—[12]Chapter 22—of dropping Greek
letters (that represent the unknown parameters) and listing the explanatory variables that de-
fine the relative risk function is used. This corresponds to standard GLIM notation [14] for
a log-linear model in whichF is the facility factor (5 levels),S is the socioeconomic status
proxy paycode(2 levels),L is the length of employment factor (2 levels), andt = (calendar year
- 1965)/100, which represents a calendar period trend in thelog of the SMR. The indicator
variables for the factorsF;S, andL are coded so that the coefficients for the facilities represent
the log of the SMR for each facility at the reference level ofSandL whent = 0 (i.e. in 1965
which is the midpoint of follow-up). The coefficient fort describes the change in the log SMR
over follow- up. The results of fitting the main effects modelfor selected causes of death by
race gender groups are presented in tabular form.
2.4.4.Dose-Response Analyses.
These analyses are based on Eq. (1) with a multiplicative main effects model for the variable A,
B, S, L, IG, and F. The effect of dose is represented with an exponential relative risk function
or an additive excess relative risk (ERR) function. The maineffects model with exponential
relative risk is expressed as
log (r i jk) = A+B+S+L+ IG+F+D; (3)
wherer i jk = yi jk=ni jkλi jk , A = (age -52.5)/100, andD is external dose in Sv. In Eq (3) B,
S;L; IG, andF are factors andA andD are continuous variates. Score test statistics [35] for
external dose are presented for selected cause of death categories using all ten dose groups.
Additional summary results—parameter estimates, standard errors, and likelihood ratio test
(LRT) statistics—are given for each cause of death categorywith the highest dose group deleted
(low dose analysis). The score test forD in Eq. (3) is identical [10] to that obtained forD
variable in Eq. (4) below, and can be compared to the standardnormal distribution to evaluate
the strength of the dose-response relation. These analysesare then repeated using adjusted
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doses. The score test and low dose exponential relative riska e used as a screening procedure
to identify cause-of-death categories that may show a strong association with dose.
Most summary statistics (estimates and SEs) for relative risk parameters are expressed
in log percent (L%) units, i.e. they are given in logarithmicunits multiplied by 100—see
[12] Chapter 22,[36] and the Appendix. For the ERR estimateslik lihood based intervals are
given—see [1, 34].
More detailed results are presented for several cause of death categories using a main ef-
fects model with the additive excess relative risk (ERR) function to describe the dose-response
relation for external radiation, e.g.
r i jk = exp(A+B+S+L+ IG+F) (1+D): (4)
The main effects model provides an overall descriptive summary of the the effects of each strat-
ification variables on cause specific mortality. Thus inclusion of these potential confounding
variables (A;B;S;L) and exposure variables (F andIG) provides a broader context in which to
evaluate the relative importance of the estimated effect ofexternal radiation. A saturated model
for the confounding variablesAG;B;S; andL was also considered and was found to have little
effect on the dose parameter estimate. Detailed results aregiven for all cancer in the Appendix
(see Table AVII). The score statistic for a linear dose term for the main effects model and the
saturated model (i.e. stratified analysis) were routinely calculated and no important difference
for any cause of death categories were found.
A detailed analysis for all cancer mortality that uses the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC)
to contrast the effectiveness of several exponential and ERR models is presented [2, 19]. For
Poisson data the AIC = Deviance +α(number of parameters), combines a measure of the
discrepancy between the fitted values and the data (as measured by the deviance) and the sim-
plicity of the model as reflected in the number of parameters.McCullagh and Nelder—see
Sec 3.9— [27] discuss a general approach to model selection which includes the AIC and note
situations whenα= 2 (used here) provides a reasonable choice. Ostrouchov andFrome [32]
discuss various approaches to model selection based on AIC and related criteria where the
objective is to find a subset of models that adequately describe a large ADS.
3. Results.
3.1. Traditional SMR Analyses.
Results of the SMR analyses by race and gender groups for selected cause of death categories
are given in Table I. For white males the all cause SMR is 1.00 and the all cancer SMR is .98.
Death rates are elevated in the Oak Ridge cohort for lung cancer, diseases of the respiratory
system, and all external causes (note that large positive/negative values of the FTR indicate
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that observed deaths are higher/lower than expected after accounting for the number of deaths
involved). Death rates are lower than the U.S. white male rats for cancer of the buccal cavity,
digestive system, bladder, and thyroid. Death rates are also lower than expected for white
males in Oak Ridge for diseases of the blood, nervous system,circulatory system, digestive
system, and genitourinary system. For nonwhite males the all cause SMR is .96. The only
elevated cancer SMR with a relatively large FTR is cancer of the large intestine. Death rates
for diseases of the circulatory system, digestive system, and liver cancer are lower that U.S.
nonwhite male rates.
3.2. Facility Comparison Analyses.
3.2.1. Preliminary Results: White Males All Cause Mortality
Facility is the risk factor of primary interest and our evalution is limited to white males for
all causes of death. A detailed discussion of the potential for exposure to internal and external
radiation and other related hazards at each facility is given n [38, 39].
As a preliminary step in the comparison of the death rates of workers at the Oak Ridge
plants an ADS was constructed based on birth cohort, age at risk, and facility. Each worker in
a specified birth-cohort enters follow-up at the age of first hire, and subsequently contributes
person-time at risk to appropriate five year age intervals until he dies or reaches the last day of
follow-up. Poisson regression is used to estimate the age-specific death rates for each facility
adjusted for birth cohort, and the 1915 birth cohort is used as the referent group. These esti-
mated rates are shown in Fig. 1 for each of the Oak Ridge facility groups and the age-specific
death rates for U.S. white males are also shown as the dotted lines. Fig. 1 shows that the log
of the age-specific death rates increase linearly with age for all cause mortality, and that the
rates for TEC, Y-12, K-25, and multiple facility workers areclose to or above the U.S. rates,
while X-10 rates are generally lower. To further evaluate thdifferences among the facilities a
model is used to “adjust” for age, using two different approaches. In thefirst approach(inter-
nal analysis) the age-specific death rates are assumed to increase linearly with age at risk on a
logarithmic scale (see Fig. 1). The regression function is
λi jk = expα jk +θ(age 50) ; (5)
whereλi jk is the rate for theith age group for birth cohortj and facilityk, andα jk represents
the log of the age-specific death rate for thejth birth cohort in facilityk at age 50 years. The
maximum likelihood estimates of these “intercept terms” for this internal analysis are shown
in panel A of Table II, and the corresponding estimated deathrates (see the vertical axis in Fig.
1 corresponding to age 50) are given in panel B. This approachuses the well known Gompertz
law of mortality to “adjust” for age. The maximum likelihoodestimate of the “slope” parameter
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is θ̂ = 0.0794 (SE = 0.00069) and this, together with theα̂ jk can be used to estimate the median
survival time, conditional on having reached age 50–see panl C of Table II.
Panels A-C of Table II are different ways to describe the all cuse mortality experience of
these facility/birth cohort groups. For statistical purposes theα0s are the parameters of direct
interest, whereas the estimated death ratesexp(α) are more convenient for interpretation. For
example, for the 1915 birth cohort at age 50 the estimated annual death rates for K-25 workers
is 9.48/1000, which is 1.62 times higher than the X-10 rate of5.85/1000. Another way to state
this result is that the estimatedrelative risk for K-25 workers, with X-10 as the internal referent
group is 1.62. The estimated median survival time at age 50 for the 1915 birth cohort is 24.15
years for K-25 workers which is 5.34 years less than that for X-10 workers (see panel C of
Table II) in the same birth cohort. The corresponding estimated median survival time for the
1915 birth cohort for U.S. white males at age 50 is 25.74 years.
In thesecond approachthe external age-specific death ratesλi j are used for each birthco-
hort and it is assumed that the rates for each facility/birthco ort group are proportional to the
external rates. The regression function is
λi jk = λi j exp(αjk); (6)
where theαjk correspond to the log of the SMR for each of the birth-cohort/facility groups.
These estimates are given in panel D of Table II in logarithmic percent units (L%) [36], and the
corresponding estimated SMRs—exp(α̂=100)—are given in panel E. For example, for K-25
workers in the 1915 birth cohort̂α = 10.8L% and SMR = 1.11, i.e. their rates are 10.8L% units
higher than the U.S. white male rates which corresponds to anSMR that is elevated by 11%.
The SMR can be interpreted as a relative risk with U.S. white males as the referent group. The
estimates obtained using the external death rates can be used to make internal comparisons. For
example, the relative risk for the 1915 birth cohort of K-25 workers with X-10 as the referent
group in L% units is 10.8 - (-36.7) = 47.5L%, and the relative risk is exp(.475)= 1.61 which is
in close agreement with the result obtained using the internal comparison approach. Table II
shows that workers born after 1930 have much lower age-adjuste death rates than other Oak
Ridge workers (see panel B) and than U. S. white males (see panels D and E). Further, X-10
workers have lower death rates than other Oak Ridge workers (panel B) and the U.S. white
male comparison group (panels D and E). White males employednly at the K-25 site have
the least favorable mortality experience with death rates that are higher than both other Oak
Ridge workers and the U.S. except for those born after 1930.
This preliminary analysis illustrates two approaches to using Poisson regression methods
to adjust for the effect of age at risk when comparing the mortality rates at the Oak Ridge
facilities. To further describe the cause-specific mortality of Oak Ridge workers the analysis is
extended to include the additional variables SES, length ofemployment, and calendar period
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Figure 1: Estimated age-specific death rates for Oak Ridge workers for the 1915 cohort for all
causes of death.
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and have adjusted for age by using the external rates. This lead to a four dimensional ADS
for each race/gender group for each cause-of-death of interest. Results for white males and
females are given in Table III, and results for nonwhite males and females are given in Table
IV for selected disease categories. Table V presents resultfor white males for selected cancer
causes. A detailed description of the data reduction procedure and of how to read these tables
is given in the Appendix. The observed deaths (column 2 of Tables III-V) are slightly less than
those given in Table I since only individuals with at least one year of follow-up were included
in these analyses.
3.2.2. Detailed Results By Race/Gender Groups
From column 10 of Table III it is clear that monthly workers have much lower death rates than
nonmonthly workers. The all cause death rates are lower by 41.5 L% for both white males
and females—this corresponds to a relative risk of exp(-.415) = 0.66 for monthly versus non-
monthly workers. The log relative risk estimates for lengthof employment are all positive—see
column 11 of Table III. This may reflect a more hazardous enviro ment and/or lower SES of
short term workers. The facility effects in columns 4 through 8 of Table III are estimates of the
SMRs (in L% units) for each facility at the middle of follow-up (1965-69) for nonmonthly long
term workers, and provide a direct comparison with the external referent population. These es-
timates are internally “adjusted” for SES, length of employment, and calendar time; and for
attained age through the use of the external rates. For example, for all cause mortality for white
males employed only at TEC the facility effect is -5.9L%, andthe estimated SMR is exp (-.059)
= .94. An estimate of the log relative risk with one facility as the referent facility is obtained
as the difference of the two facility effect estimates. Using the facility effect estimates for all
cause mortality for white males (see line 1 columns 4-8 of Table III ) with X-10 as the referent
group leads to:
X-10 TEC Y-12 K-25 MULT
Effect Difference (L%) 0.0 20.9 9.7 25.8 20.8
Relative Risk 1.0 1.23 1.10 1.29 1.23 .
This internal comparisonshows that white males employed only at TEC or K-25 and mul-
tiple facility workers have higher death rates than similarworkers employed only at X-10 or
Y-12. The large value of the LRT statistic in column 9 of the Table III—LRT = 101.0, 4 degrees
of freedom (df)—indicates that the facility differences are not due to small numbers of deaths,
i.e. unstable rates. Evaluation of the corresponding estimates for white females (see row 1 of
the bottom panel of Table III) reveals a similar pattern. Thefacility effect differences for all
cause mortality for white females (using X-10 as the referent group) are
X-10 TEC Y-12 K-25 MULT
Effect Difference (L%) 0.0 24.6 -23.0 41.0 40.3
Relative Risk 1.0 1.28 0.79 1.51 1.50 .
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As was noted earlier, the facility effect estimates for females are possibly biased downward
as the result of under ascertainment of vital status, but theinternal comparisons are valid if
failure to determine vital status is the same across facility groups.
Due to the potential for vital status ascertainment problems and the small size of the cohort
of nonwhite Oak Ridge workers (3,909 male and 2,826 females), the results in Table IV have
been limited to a few selected causes. The results for nonwhite Oak Ridge workers in Table
IV follow the same pattern that was observed for white Oak Ridge workers. Monthly workers
have much lower death rates than nonmonthly workers, and short term workers have higher
rates than long term workers. For nonwhite females there were so few monthly workers, that
estimates of the relative risk for this factor could not be calcul ted.
Table V shows the results of the main effects analyses for selected cancer causes for white
males. Death rate differences among the facilities are large enough and based on a sufficient
number of deaths to yield large LRT statistics for lung cancer (LRT = 21.6, 4 df), leukemia
(LRT = 10.7, 4 df) and other lymphatic tissues (LRT = 12.3,4 df). The facility effect estimates
indicate that lung cancer is low at X-10 (-34.8L%), and that other lymphatic tissue rates are
low for X-10 (-92.8L%) and highest for Y-12 (71.9L%). The leukemia estimate is lowest at
Y-12 (-64.5L%) and is high for X-10 (61.7L%).
3.3. Dose-Response Analyses.
3.3.1. Selected Results for Main Effects Model Using ERR.
The marginal distribution (dose group by facility) of person years, observed and expected can-
cer death, and average dose is given in Appendix Table AIV. The parameter estimates for the
ERR main effects model (see Eq. 4) with external rates and using unadjusted doses with a ten
year lag are given in Tables VI and VII. A detailed description of the data analysis procedure
and example of how to interpret the parameter estimates is given in the Appendix. Thereferent
group is nonmonthly workers employed at least one year at theX-10 facility who were eligible
but not monitored for internal radiation exposure and had zero xternal occupational dose.
The parameter estimates for the factor B (rows 2-6 of Tables VI and VII) are estimates of the
log SMR for the referent group for each birth cohort for each cause of death. The large neg-
ative values for all causes of death (column 2 of Table VI) indicate a strong “healthy worker”
selection effect for the X-10 facility, and that the effect is strongest among workers born after
1930 (SMR = exp [-0.63] = 0.53). Review of the birth cohort effect estimates shows a simi-
lar pattern for diseases of the circulatory system and external causes of death. For all cancer
causes lower rates were observed primarily for those born after 1920 (see column 4 of Table
VI). By contrast, the birth cohort effect estimates for selected cancer causes in Table VII show
a much different pattern. The birth cohort effect estimatesfor those born before 1930 are large
and positive for cancer of the prostate and leukemia, indicating that for the internal referent
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group these death rates are higher that those for U. S. white mal s.
The SES effect estimates (row 8 of Table VI) are large and negative indicating that death
rates are substantially lower for monthly workers than for nnmonthly workers. For example,
for all cancer the relative risk for monthly versus nonmonthly workers is exp(-.419) = 0.66 with
(95% CI: 0.56, 0.78). The SES effect is most pronounced for lung cancer where the relative
risk for monthly workers is 0.43 with (95% CI: 0.31, 0.59).
The log relative risk for all cause mortality for short term workers is 9.9L%, mostly due
to higher rates for external causes. Differences in mortality rates among the three levels of
the internal radiation risk group (IG) were unstable and in varying directions (see lines 11-13
of Tables VI and VII). LRT statistics (not shown in the table)for the null hypothesis of no
difference among the levels of this factor were all below the95 percentile of the chi-square
distribution with 2 df.
There are differences in the death rates in the facility groups in the X-10/Y-12 subcohort.
All cause death rates for those employed only at Y-12 are 12.4L% higher than X-10 only
workers, and multiple facility workers are higher by 8.4L% (see lines 14-16 of Tables VI and
VII). These differences appear to be primarily due to higherlung cancer rates for the Y-12
workers (log relative risk = 46L%) and multiple facility workers (log relative risk = 33L%).
A notable exception occurs for leukemia where the rates are substantially lower for the Y-12
(-121.4L%) and multiple facility (-64.0L%) workers than for X-10 workers.
The last lines in Tables VI and VII provide an estimate of and 95% CI for the ERR per
Sv. The estimated dose-response relations are representedgraphically in Figs. 2 and 3 (see
Section 3.3.2 for additional discussion). The average lifetim dose for X-10/Y-12 subcohort
is about 10 mSv ( see Fig.4 ). This coefficient can be used to compute the relative risk of
the “average” worker in the subcohort of Oak Ridge workers with potential for exposure to
external penetrating radiation. The result can be comparedwith the other estimates of the log
relative risk parameters for each cause of death. Using all cancer as an example, the log relative
risk for the average worker is about 100*log(1+ 0.0145)= 1.44L%. By contrast, the effect of
being a nonmonthly worker ( see Table VI line 8) is 41.4L %, suggesting that SES factors are
far more influential than external radiation exposure in determining cancer risk in this group of
workers.
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Figure 2: Fitted dose-response functions: all cancer and lug cancer. Point estimates and 90%
CIs (vertical lines) are shown for each dose group. Dlow indicates that high dose group was
not used in the fit.
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Figure 2: (Cont.) Fitted dose-response functions digestivand prostate causes. Point estimates
and 90% CIs (vertical lines) are shown for each dose group.Dlow indicates that high dose group
was not used in the fit.
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3.3.2. Results of the Screening Procedure for Selected Causes of Death.
Table VIII gives the unadjusted SMR (in % and L%), the value ofthe score test statistic based
on all of the data, and the estimated dose-response coefficient based on the main effects model
with exponential relative risk using the “low dose” data. Inthis low dose analysis all cells
in the ADS in the highest (640mSv+) dose group were omitted sothat once an individual’s
cumulative dose exceeded 640 mSv he was censored. This choice was based on the results of
the regression diagnostics —see Fig. AII in the Appendix—and the fact that a radiation worker
would be very unlikely to receive a cumulative lifetime doseabove 640mSv. There are 41 cells
with 220 persons years (total person years is 603,365) and 3 cancer deaths in the highest dose
group (see Appendix Table AIV). The regression diagnosticsin the Appendix (which are based
on Eq. 3 using all data) suggest these few cells with cumulative dose values that exceed 640
mSv have a large influence on the estimate of the dose-response c efficient for the exponential
relative risk model. For the X10/Y12 subcohort about 0.1 percent of the workers exceeded this
value. (It may be more appropriate to think of this as a low to medium dose analysis.)
The effect of the high dose group is to decrease the trend estimate when the exponential
model is used, since most of the 41 cells have no events and high leverage values. For all
cancer causes the estimate obtained using all the data is lower than that obtained when cells for
the highest dose group are omitted. The low dose estimate (1.59 per Sv) is three times larger
than the estimate using all the data (0.49 per Sv). Fig. 2A show the relative risk estimates for
all cancer for each dose group (ten year lag). These estimates were obtained using the ten level
factor XG in the main effects model and are therefore “adjusted” for factorsB;S;L; IG;F, and
age through use of the external rates (see Appendix). Fig. 2Ashows that the exponential dose-
response is reasonable in the low dose region, but that it does n t provide a good description
of the relation between risk and dose over the range of doses in this study. Note that while the
relative risk for the highest dose group is lower than that predicted from the exponential model
fitted over the lower doses, it is roughly in line with the linear ERR model.
The score test values in column 6 of Table VIII are based on allthe data and the LRT values
in column 9 were obtained with the cells in the highest does category excluded. When all the
data are used the results for all cancer and lung cancer show the strongest association between
external dose and deaths certified to these causes (see column 6 of Table VIII). When the high
dose data are excluded there is a decrease in strength of the associ tion for all cancer, and a
large decrease occurs for lung cancer (see LRT statistics column 9 of Table VIII). The opposite
pattern is observed for digestive system cancer and emphysema. Estimates of the relative risk
by dose group and those derived from the exponential relativrisk and ERR models are shown
graphically for lung cancer in Fig. 2B and for digestive cancer in Fig. 2C. For digestive cancer
there were no deaths in the highest dose group so the relativerisk was estimated for the last
two groups combined. The dose values used for the graphical displays in Figs. 2 and 3 are the
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Figure 3: Fitted dose-response functions for all causes andcirculatory system. Point estimates
and 90% CIs (vertical lines) are shown for each dose group. Dlow indicates that high dose
group was not used in the fit.
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Figure 3: (Cont.) Fitted dose-response functions for respiatory system and external causes.
Point estimates and 90% CIs (vertical lines)are shown for each dose group. Dlow indicates that
high dose group was not used in the fit.
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person-year weighted average of the doses associated with each stratum in the ADS (see the
Appendix) for a given dose category. For prostate cancer there w re no deaths in the highest
two dose categories so the relative risk at the highest dose value in Fig. 2D is a combined
estimate for the three highest dose groups. The dose-response c efficient for prostate cancer is
positive but the score test and LRT do not show a strong association with dose (see row 6 of
Table VIII). Fig. 2D shows that the risk is increased for workers with external doses greater
than zero (recall that the internal referent group is based on cumulative lifetime occupational
dose with a ten year lag). Anad hocanalysis yields a relative risk estimate of 70.4L% (SE
= 29.8) for those with any external radiation exposure versus those with zero dose. Thisad
hoc result was obtained using the main effects model with an indicator variable for external
radiation exposure. The unadjusted SMR for the ten year lag zero dose group is -19.8L% (SE
= 21.8), and for those with dose greater than zero the unadjuste SMR is 16.4L% (SE = 13.4).
Fig. 3A shows relative risk versus doses for all cause mortality. Figs. 3B-3D show similar
results for diseases of the circulatory system, nonmalignant respiratory disease, and all external
causes of death. Dose-response coefficients, score test stati tics, and LRT statistics are given
in Table VIII.
3.3.3. Dose-Response Using Adjusted Doses.
Table IX shows the effect of using the adjusted doses on the score test values and the dose-
response coefficients and LRT statistics (for the low dose data) for each cause of death category
that was presented in Table VIII. The results suggest that the effect of missing dose is an
overestimation of the strength of the dose-response association, and an upward bias in the
dose-response coefficients.
3.3.4. ERR Estimates by Facility and Lag for All Cancer.
To further evaluate the effect of the dose adjustment procedure at each facility on the ERR
dose-response coefficients, a more detailed analysis was done using two year, ten year, and
twenty year lag intervals for all cancer causes. Facility differences in the impact of the dose
adjustment procedures are of interest because external radi tion monitoring differed in cover-
age and other respects at X-10 and Y-12 before 1961. Most doseadjustment at Y-12 resulted
from the replacement of missing values for unmonitored workers with one of three assumed
values, whereas at X-10 most workers were monitored for external radiation after 1947 and
individual yearly doses for each worker were adjusted usingthe preliminaryad hocprocedure
[38, 39]. In the analysis with follow-up through 1984, the cumulative adjusted dose assign-
ments for the twenty year lag are based almost entirely on annual doses obtained during the
period when the adjustments were made.
The first row of panel A in Table X shows the estimated ERR per Svfor each lag using the
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unadjusted doses. The second line gives the value of the LRT statistic comparing the estimated
ERR to the assumption of zero slope. Lines three, four and fiveshow the estimated ERRs for
each facility separately, and the final line is the LRT for facility differences in slope compared
to the assumption of a common slope. Panel B gives the same results for adjusted doses.
The estimated ERRs for all X-10 and Y-12 workers combined based on unadjusted doses are
approximately 50% larger than those based on adjusted doses, and the largest ERR and LRT
values are observed for the ten year lag.
The lower lines of each panel show that the change in ERR with increasing lag differs be-
tween X-10 workers and the other groups. Estimated ERRs at X-10 increase with increasing
lag for both unadjusted and adjusted doses, while estimatesfor Y-12 and multiple facility work-
ers are positive for two and ten year lags but negative for thetwenty year lag, the period when
the majority of Y-12 workers were not monitored for externalr diation and adjusted annual
doses for Y-12 workers took on one of three assigned values. The LRT for facility differences
in ERR increases with increasing lag. The difference between ERRs based on adjusted and un-
adjusted doses is proportionately larger for Y-12 than for X-10 workers. Unadjusted values for
multiple facility workers are closest to zero and change theleast with adjustment assumptions.
3.3.5. Alternative Representations of Dose-Response Relation.
The results in Tables VIII and IX and Fig. 2 show that the restriction of results to the low dose
region has a stronger effect onβ (using the exponential relative risk model) than does dose
adjustment. The graphical results in Fig. 2A and regressiond agnostics (Appendix Fig. A2)
further indicate that the main effects model with cumulative dose represented as a linear term in
the exponent (see Eq. 3) does not provide an adequate description of the dose-response relation
over the entire range of doses. This is the dose-response modl that was used in previous
studies of the X-10 only subcohort of Oak Ridge workers [40, 41]. The results presented in
Tables VI and VII are based on the ERR (see Eq. 4) which has beenwidely used in radiation
epidemiology [20, 31, 6]. These two regression functions cannot be compared directly using
likelihood ratio tests but can be compared indirectly usingthe values of the deviance and df for
each model. A more extensive analysis of all cancer mortality was conducted to further explain
and clarify the differences between the ERR and exponentialrel tive risk functions. Table
XI contains the resulting summary statistics for seven relative risk functions for the all cancer
mortality using unadjusted doses with a ten year lag for the X-10/Y-12 subcohort. This analysis
is based on a main effects model with external rates for the bas line risk (see Appendix). The
deviance for a Poisson regression model is an overall summary of the discrepancy between the
fitted values and the data for each cell in the ADS and providesa measure of “unexplained
variation” similar to the residual sum of squares in least squares regression, i.e. smaller values
indicate a “better fit”. The deviance for each relative risk function in column 1 is given in
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column 3, and these statistics can be used to calculate LRTs for nested models. The deviance
for the null model of no dose-response relation (i.e. a constant relative risk of one) is 2020.05
(see line 1 of Table XI). The value of the LRT statistic (3.55)for the null hypothesis of zero
slope in the exponential model is obtained by subtracting the deviance on line 2 from that on
line 1. The last line in Table XI is an unconstrained model, i.. a relative risk parameter is
estimated for each dose group, and can be used to construct a “lack-of-fit” test for any of the
other models in Table XI that impose constraints on the relativ risk- dose relation [19]. For
example, the lack-of-fit test for the linear excess relativerisk function (line 4 of Table XI) with
the unconstrained model as the alternative yields a LRT statistic of 2014.75 - 2012.08 = 2.67
with 8 df, which does not indicate lack-of-fit. The LRT for zero slope for the linear ERR model
is 5.3 with 1 df. These results suggest that the ERR model provides a better description
of the relative risk dose relation over the entire dose rangethan the linear exponential
relative risk function.
Another less formal approach that can be used to identify “good” models is the AIC (small
values indicate a “better fit”). The AIC values in column 4 of Table XI suggest that the best
model among those considered is the linear ERR (see line 4) since it has the smallest AIC
value. The fitted values for this linear ERR function are shown in Fig. 2A, where it appears
to describe the relative risk over the entire dose range. Theexponential relative risk estimates
based on the low dose data are close to the linear ERR estimates in the low dose range. Results
for a power law model for the ERR are given on line 6 of Table XI and in Fig. 2A. Both the
power law model and the linear-quadratic model (line 5 TableXI) can be used to construct
likelihood ratio lack-of-fit tests for the linear ERR dose-response. These results further support
the conclusion that the linear ERR model is a reasonable reprs ntation of the relative risk dose
relation over the entire dose range. Fig. 2 also presents theresults of fitting the exponential and
linear ERR function to lung, digestive, and prostate cancer. Fig. 3 presents similar results for
all cause mortality, diseases of the circulatory system, nonmalignant respiratory disease, and
all external causes.
4. Discussion.
This study presents results of the combined analysis of all workers employed for at least thirty
days at one or more of the four nuclear industry facilities inOak Ridge, Tennessee. Numerical
and graphical summaries based on Poisson regression methods t at effectively describe the
joint influence of several risk factors on cause-specific mortality were presented. The primary
focus of this report was on the statistical aspects of this multiple facility analysis. A detailed
account of the nature and extent of the radiation hazards andmo itoring programs is presented
in a companion report [38, 39].
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4.1. Results For SMR Analyses.
All cause mortality rates for male Oak Ridge workers over theentire follow-up period were
similar to national rates (Table I; SMR = 1.00 and 0.96 for white and nonwhite males,respectively).
This is unusual in occupational studies where workers in large industries typically show a
“healthy worker effect”— see Checkowayet al[9] chapter 4. One possible explanation is the
large proportion of male workers who were hired at young agesduring the war years – all
cause SMR = 1.11 [16] – and who worked only for a short amount oftime. These may have
been transient workers not eligible for the draft due to poorhealth, and/or they may have been
subjected to more hazardous working conditions because of the war effort. Notable excesses
in mortality occurred only for white males for lung cancer and nonmalignant respiratory dis-
ease, and notable deficits occurred for diseases of the digestive system (both malignant and
nonmalignant) and diseases of the circulatory system. For both white and nonwhite females
the SMRs based on U.S. rates are generally lower than one. This apparent negative bias may be
due to underascertainment of vital status. It is known that females are more difficult to follow
through some national data sources. If, however, failure todetermine vital status is not dif-
ferentially related to one or more risk factors of interest,then internal comparisons of disease
rates are appropriate. This assumption is implicit in our presentation of results for the facility
comparison analyses.
4.2. Results For Facility Comparison Analyses.
A more detailed analysis based on facility, SES, length of employment, and period trend re-
vealed substantial differences in the death rates among workers at the four Oak Ridge sites for
white males and females (see Table III). Estimates of the internally adjusted log SMRs (facility
effect estimates) show that the TEC, K-25, and multiple facility workers have higher death rates
than similar workers employed only at X-10 or Y-12. The LRT statistics indicate that the dif-
ferences among the facilities are primarily due to noncancer causes of death. However, further
analyses of selected cancer causes (see Table IV) shows thatthere are large differences among
the four facilities for lung cancer, leukemia, and other lymphatic cancer. Monthly paid workers
had substantially lower mortality than nonmonthly workers; this is in agreement with other
studies showing socioeconomic differentials in mortality. For white males, paycode differen-
tials in mortality were greatest for respiratory diseases in general and emphysema in particular.
These observations are consistent with studies showing socioeconomic differentials in smok-
ing. Excess mortality was also observed for workers employed for less than one year, and
among white males the relative risk was greatest for external causes of death. Over calendar
time SMRs tended to increase. For white males, all cause SMRsincreased at an average rate of
0.49L% per year, with values of 0.58L% for all cancer, 0.59L%for diseases of the circulatory
system, and 0.97L% for respiratory diseases. Among the causes of death listed in Table III for
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white males, only emphysema showed decreasing SMRs over tim. The magnitude of changes
in SMRs with calendar time and differences in trends for causes of death of interest, including
cancer and smoking-related diseases, suggests the importance of continued follow-up of these
populations.
4.3. Dose-response Analyses For X-10/Y-12 Subcohort.
All dose-response analyses were restricted to the subcohort f white males employed at X-10
or Y-12 (see Materials and Methods). In previous studies with follow-up through 1984 the
dose-response analyses were based on white males (N = 8318, with 346 cancer deaths) em-
ployed only at X-10 [40, 41]. The addition of Y-12 and multiple facility workers increased
the cohort size to 28,347 with 1,038 cancer deaths. The methods used in this study differ in
several ways from those in our previous analysis of the X-10 only group. First , there were
ten dose groups equally spaced on a logarithmic scale (instead of eight equally spaced on a
linear scale with a width of 20mSv).Second, the person-year weighted average dose was used
in each cell of the ADS. In the previous analysis the median value of all of the person-years
in all of the cells in the highest (greater than 120 mSv) dose cat gory was used as the value
of D for all cells in the highest dose group, and the interval mid-point was used for all of the
other cells.Third , external rates and a multiplicative main effects model were used to describe
the baseline rates, and internal radiation monitoring statu nd facility factors were included in
the model. In the previous dose-response analyses externalrates were not used and the base-
line rates were described with a parametric model – see the Appendix for further discussion.
Fourth , in previous dose-response analyses deaths where cancer was a “contributing cause”
were included. Only underlying causes of death were used in the current study.Fifth , all of
the previous dose-response analyses were limited to the expon ntial relative risk model.
In all dose-response analyses the potential biases associated with time-related factors and
time dependent exposures were dealt with through the use of an internal control group based
on birth cohort, age at risk, and length of employment. Different approaches to dealing with
time dependent variables are possible—see e.g.[5, 9] and altern tive approaches to dealing with
these and other variables in mortality studies of nuclear industry worker in the U.S. [20] and
the United Kingdom [3, 22, 24, 7] have been presented.
4.3.1. All Cancer Mortality With a Ten Year Lag.
For all cancer mortality with a ten year lag the estimated ERRfor the X-10/Y-12 subcohort
was 1.45 per Sv with a likelihood ratio based 95% CI =(0.15, 3.48) - see Table XI and Fig.
2A. Results were also presented for all cancers for two and twenty year lags by facility group.
The results based on unadjusted doses for the X-10 only subcohort (see line 3 of Table XI)
are consistent with results in earlier studies which showeda positive dose-response relation
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for all cancers [40, 41]. The dissimilarity of dose responsea sociations between X-10, Y-12
and multiple facility workers increases with the lag assumption, as indicated by both the slope
estimate and the LRT. A similar pattern is observed for adjusted doses. Results for the twenty
year lag are based on doses received before 1965, the time period when radiation monitoring
was substantially more complete at X-10 than at Y-12—see [38, 39].
4.3.2. Results For Leukemia and Prostate Cancer.
Most dose-response analyses were based on unadjusted doseswith a ten year lag. There was
no evidence for an association between leukemia deaths (based on a two year lag) and external
radiation dose. Except for those born after 1930, leukemia mortality rates at X-10 were higher
than those for U. S. white males and higher than those for similar Y-12 and multiple facility
workers (see Table VII). See the next to last paragraph of this section for further discussion
of leukemia rates. Prostate cancer rates were elevated relative to the U. S. rates and are about
two times higher in workers with any amount of recorded external doses relative to those who
received no occupational dose (see Fig. 2D). There was, however, no evidence for a smoothly
increasing dose-response for prostate cancer. Two studiesof UK workers have reported statisti-
cal associations between radiation dose and mortality fromcancer of the prostate [4, 3]. Cardis
and colleagues [6], however, note that more recent studies indicate that the association with
external dose was largely a result of correlation between external radiation and radionuclide
contamination.
4.3.3. Results For Lung Cancer.
The only specific cancer for which there was evidence for a positive association with external
radiation was lung cancer (see Tables VII and VIII and Fig. 2B). There were two lung cancers
in the highest dose group and exclusion of high dose data results in a LRT statistic of 0.43
for the multiplicative dose-response model. The estimate of the lung cancer ERR per Sv is
1.68 with a likelihood ratio based 95% CI of (0.03, 4.94). Results in Table VII show that
there was a strong SES effect, that baseline rates were higher for Y-12 and multiple facility
workers, and that the relative risk for workers monitored for internal exposure was slightly
elevated. Information on cigarette smoking for this cohortis not available for analysis and
residual confounding by cigarette smoking cannot be ruled out—see Wingal[41] for further
discussion and references. Such confounding could bias dose response estimates in either
direction. There was no evidence for an association betweendis ases of the circulatory system
or nonmalignant respiratory disease and external radiation (see Tables VII and VIII and Fig.s.
3B and 3C). Note, however, that the largest LRT statistic in Table VIII occurred for emphysema
for the low dose data (there were two deaths in the 320 to 640 mSv dose group with 0.16
expected based on U. S. rates).
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4.3.4. Effect of “Missing Dose” on Analyses.
Another important issue that has not been considered previously for this cohort is the “missing
dose” that may have occurred as the result of recording a zerofor below-detectable doses, espe-
cially for frequent (weekly) film badge readings at X-10. Theresults presented here are based
on a preliminary dose adjustment procedure that was derivedfrom a small sample of hard copy
X-10 personnel dose records [38, 39, 37]. The sample was needed because daily and weekly
radiation monitoring data prior to 1957 are not available inelectronic form. Future studies
that include X-10 workers should use all available dosimetry data to deal with the uncertainty
(systematic bias and random measurement error) in these data [23, 29, 42]. Our preliminary
dose adjustment method does not consider other sources of sytematic (e.g. neutron exposures)
and random measurement error, nor did we consider the effecto measurement error on other
covariates (internal exposures, SES) used in the analyses.Results based on adjusted doses are
consistent with earlier studies, but suggest that the effect of missing dose was to introduce an
upward bias in the dose-response coefficient and the score test statistics. Differences in mea-
surement of external radiation at X-10 and Y-12 are relevantto the results reported in Table
X, which show consistently increasing dose coefficients forlonger lags only at X-10. The lag-
20 coefficients are based entirely on exposure measurementsade before 1965. For most of
those years, less than one quarter of Y-12 workers routinelywore external dosimeters, while
the proportion for white male X-10 workers after 1946 was much higher [42]. If there was
an association between radiation exposures and cancer mortality during this period, it would
be difficult to detect if few workers were monitored. In addition, recorded external exposures
were higher at X-10 than at Y-12 during this period, resulting i a less skewed dose distribution
upon which to base the dose- response estimates.
4.3.5. Results For Internal Radiation.
The factor IG was included as a crude indicator of the occupation l hazard associated with
internal radiation monitoring status in all dose-responseanalyses. The results for this factor
are never impressive and no doubt mix selection factors (including facility selection) with any
effect of heterogeneous exposures. It is likely that these estimates are affected by measurement
error since the accuracy and completeness of internal exposure data varies considerably by
facility and over time–see [38, 39]. The EM coefficient for lung cancer is positive and may
reflect the contribution of Y-12 workers to this category [25]. The coefficient for circulatory
diseases is negative, suggesting that the positive EM coeffiient for lung cancer is not merely a
smoking-related phenomenon. The NE group has a large coefficient for external causes, which
has been interpreted in other places as an SES effect. This isnoteworthy because it is adjusted
for paycode, facility and cohort.
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4.3.6. Comparison With Results From Recent Studies.
In the most recent combined analyses of the data for workers in several countries exposed to
low-level external radiation, Cardiset al. [21, 6] present an excellent discussion of the impor-
tance of and difficulties encountered in studies of occupation l effects of external radiation.
The subgroup of workers from Oak Ridge that are in these combined studies are referred to as
the ORNL subpopulation and correspond to X-10 only workers in th s report. Their estimate
of ERR per Sv for the ORNL subpopulation for all cancer excluding leukemia is 1.66 90% CI
= (.04, 4.4) and for leukemia excluding CLL it is -1.06 with 90% CI = (< 0, 4.8)—see [6]
Table V). These results are consistent with the results present d here for the larger X-10/Y-12
subcohort of Oak Ridge workers that were potentially exposed to external ionizing radiation.
Cardiset al—see [6] Table IV—give estimates of ERR per Sv for all cancer for their combined
data of -0.02 90% CI: (-.34, .35); for leukemia the estimate is 1.55 with 90% CI: (-0.21, 4.7).
A recent high dose study by Pierceet al.[33] presented risk estimates based on mortality in
the Atomic Bomb Survivors through 1990 (see Table AI). Theirexcess relative risk estimates
for all cancers [0.37 per Sv 90% CI= (0.31,0.44)] and lung cancer [0.42 per Sv 90% CI=
(0.24,0.63)] are compatible with those derived here. Failure of this study to detect a significant
dose-response for leukemia may be due to a lack of power. Another possibility is the presence
of an unidentified toxic chemical that is only present at X-10(e.g. some type of solvent) that is
independent of, or negatively correlated with, external dose, and causes leukemia. This would
also be a possible explanation of the increase in leukemia risk at X-10 relative to U.S rates and
other Oak Ridge facilities.
The combined risk estimates derived from the present study are generally comparable to
the positive dose response estimates in Piercet al. for those categories where there were
larger numbers of deaths. However, this study also suggeststhat there are differences in dose
response between worker cohorts in the same location followed over about the same time pe-
riod, and that these differences are associated with measurment issues. Specifically, dose
response associations are stronger for X-10 workers, the population with more complete ex-
ternal radiation monitoring. Differences in dose responsebetween X-10 and other workers
are larger under longer latency assumptions that depend more on exposure classification based
on radiation data from that historical period when monitoring differences between populations
were greatest. This observation suggests that investigations of external radiation effects in
combined facility studies should be sensitive to differences in other exposures and in radiation
measurement characteristics between the cohorts.
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